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I love this game if you are not sure cheek out my youtube channel:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCdQTASa6wNwj_B41ZgTQ8Pg. You don't buy DoDonPachi Resurrection to play the
game. You buy it so you can buy this album.. So, this is another casual gem-matching game, and the basic mechanics of the
game are perfectly fine. Nothing spectacular or innovative about it, but reasonably competent. If this was it, and it didn't have its
game breaking bugs (see below), I'd have given the game a thumbs up. Not a very enthusiastic thumbs up, but still a thumbs up.

What ruins things for me with the game are two things. First of all, bugs. Or rather, a bug. On multiple occasions, when just
having finishing a level, and in fact while the Level complete! message is dropping down from the top of the game, it just stops. It's
not frozen, per se, because the animations of gems etc keep running happily, but the message stops in the middle of falling, and then
nothing more happens. Fine, you say - I accidentally hit the pause key or something - and the first time around, this is what I
thought, too. Except, the keyboard was nowhere near me at the time. And nothing I could think of to do would make the game
resume. Eventually, I ended up having to kill it.

Sure, I can re-start the game, redo the level and be on my way, but it's annoying. When it happens again, and again, and again, it
goes beyond annoying, however.

The second thing that ruins thing for me is... the story. Now, a game like this doesn't really need a story. It's abstract enough that
trying to fit the game play into a narrative is going to be contrived, at best, but I have to agree that one or two similar games have
managed to integrate a story of sorts in ways that not only doesn't detract from the game, but actually add to it in a small way.

This, however, is not one of them. While it is possible, and not too time and click-consuming to get past the story elements, they feel
decidedly "glued on" and redundant, and as you advance through levels, more and more of an annoyance. Then, at some point,
they just stop, as if the developers, too, figured that they added nothing and just were something people would click past without
caring about. A speed bump, if you will. After this, the story makes intermittent returns, but those just serve to underline how
redundant and detached from the actual game the story really is.

So, in conclusion - the actual core game is OK, but seeing as how there are tons of similar games out there that both implement the
core game better (and without game breaking bugs), as well as provide a better context for the game, there really is no compelling
reason to bother with this one.. The multiplayer don't work, no servers excist for the game. Don't wast your money!. Really fun
trippy open world 2d rpg, i dont want to spoil anything but the concept is really fun and the game does a lot with it :)
I enjoyed exploring the world and slowly poking my way through the content :)
Well worth a try, bargain for the price :). $4 for a building, enough said these people should be ashamed.
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Solid 8\/10

A hard game but supper fun. The day one patch fixed the "to Hard" issue and overall, I had a blast! The story is creepy and
enjoyable but it\u2019s not at the forefront of the game it unlocks more as you go on and does get more interesting the more
you learn. the character monitoring is kind of weird but other than that I didn\u2019t see any glaring issues with the game.

overall, it\u2019s a fun game with good gameplay and a fun story.

I look forward to continuing the game to see how far I can get in survival. If any big issues or if my stance on the game changes
I will edit this post.
. The only super hero in this super hero game. Weak somewhat in the beginning but after you level her and get elite tech for her
from the region missions(the map thingy on the ark end lair thing). She is a super hero. Put the elite tech on her weapon. Level
her to 40 as well. My only complaint is the fruitbar haircut they gave her.. This is a fun Older SIster simulator. Throughout the
game, you collect various younger siblings that you need to take care of. They are basically worthless and it really makes you
appreciate how much older sisters have to do to take care of their nearly suicidal siblings.

The game uses lighting to control enemy swarms and vision. This is very cool from a technical standpoint, but every now and
then, a shadow lands on you because you tried to light a torch from the wrong side of your worthless younger sibling and you get
pushed into rats and die. This is not frequent, but it has happened to me ~ 10 times in 8 hours. Luckily, auto-saves and
checkpoints are frequent and, reliable older sister that you are, you persevere.

Good game.. if you dont have the a2a c172 get this!. Got it for \u00a30.09 pence and its worth it all!! great puzzle game!! U
must buy it!! NOW!. This game raises national suicide rates. The game has a good concept and graphics, but the game play is
repetitive and bland. There are also only an average of 5 - 10 people online at a time with no servers to speak of. I would not
recommend. It's fun, free, and adds more replayability to an already replayable game. Nothing else needed to be said :). its an
item find game with a pawn shop minigame its ok, meaning its exactly what youd think it is an di got it for a buck so i had at
least a dollars worth of fun with it having played through it one time
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